Can we learn a control policy able to adapt its behaviour in real time so as to take any desired amount of risk? The general Reinforcement Learning framework solely aims at optimising a total reward in expectation, which may not be desirable in critical applications. In stark contrast, the Budgeted Markov Decision Process (BMDP) framework is a formalism in which the notion of risk is implemented as a hard constraint on a failure signal. Existing algorithms solving BMDPs rely on strong assumptions and have so far only been applied to toyexamples. In this work, we relax some of these assumptions and demonstrate the scalability of our approach on two practical problems: a spoken dialogue system and an autonomous driving task. On both examples, we reach similar performances as Lagrangian Relaxation methods with a significant improvement in sample and memory efficiency 1 .
Introduction
Reinforcement Learning (RL) is a general framework for decision-making under uncertainty. It frames the learning objective as an optimal control problem and makes a strong assumption: it seeks to maximise the expected performance of a control policy with respect to a reward function and transition dynamics that are both stochastic and unknown.
Uncertainty and risk. However, this modelling assumption comes at a price: no control is given over the spread of the performance distribution. In many critical real-world applications where failures may turn out very costly, this is an issue as most decision-makers would rather give away some amount of expected optimality to increase the performances in the lower-tail of the distribution. This has led to the development of several risk-averse variants where the optimisation criteria include other statistics of the performance, such as the * equal contribution † now with Google Brain, Paris. 1 The source code, videos and additional details for all experiments are available at https://scaling-up-brl.github.io/.
worst-case realisation [Iyengar, 2005; Nilim and El Ghaoui, 2005; Wiesemann et al., 2013] , the variance-penalised expectation [García and Fernández, 2015; Tamar et al., 2012] , or the Conditional Value-At-Risk (CVaR) [Chow et al., 2015b] . Conflicting objectives. Reinforcement Learning also assumes that the performance can be described solely by a reward function. Conversely, real problems typically involve many aspects, some of which can be contradictory [Chunming Liu et al., 2014] . For instance, a self-driving car needs to balance between progressing quickly on the road and avoiding collisions. When aggregating several objectives in a single scalar signal, usually through a weighted sum, no control is given over their relative ratios, as high rewards can compensate high penalties. In this driving example, the automotive company would not be able to discriminate an aggressive policy that drives fast but has many accidents from a conservative policy that drives slowly and avoids collisions. The design of the reward function would give them no control over all the possible trade-offs that optimal policies can achieve for this reward. Constrained optimisation. Both of these concerns can be addressed in the Constrained Markov Decision Process (CMDP) setting [Beutler and Ross, 1985; Altman, 1999] . It is a multi-objective formulation where task completion and safety are considered separately. This allows for better control of the two criteria by framing the decision as a constrained optimisation problem: we seek to optimise an expected total reward subject to a constraint on an expected total cost. By changing the budget, i.e. the constraint threshold, we can move the corresponding optimal policy along the Pareto-optimal curve of the different reward-cost trade-offs.
However, in this formulation the budget has to be chosen before training, and cannot be changed afterwards. To address this limitation, the Budgeted Markov Decision Process (BMDP) was introduced in [Boutilier and Lu, 2016] as an extension of CMDPs that allows online control over the budget, so that the behaviour can be adapted in real time depending on the permitted amount of risk. The policy now takes the budget of constraint as an additional input to the state, and maps it to the corresponding CMDP solution.
Contributions. Budgeted Fitted-Q (BFTQ) aims at solving unknown BDMPs and was proposed in [Carrara et al., 2018a] . It does not rely on the knowledge of the underlying BMDP, but assumes instead that a batch of transitions covering the state-action space is available. This assumption is somewhat impractical: it is not obtained from interaction with the environment but rather from BDMPs with small state-action spaces where the transition, reward and constraint models can be queried to generate transitions from any given state-action pair. As a consequence, this algorithm has so far only been studied theoretically and applied to a toy example. It also relied on regression trees for function approximation, which would not scale to higher-dimensional state spaces.
In this paper, we address both these limitations. In Section 3, we equip BFTQ with an exploration procedure so that it generates its own experience batch by interacting with the environment. In Section 4, we scale BFTQ to handle large batches by proposing a parallel processing implementation and a neural network architecture for budgeted policies modelling. Finally, we evaluate these components in Section 5 on two tasks involving environments with large state spaces. These environments were chosen to illustrate practical tasks where risk management is crucial: a spoken dialogue system and an autonomous driving behavioural planning task.
Background and Related Work
We present the Budgeted Reinforcement Learning setting that we consider, as well as two baseline algorithms. In the following, M(X ) denotes the set of probability measures over a measurable space X .
Markov Decision Process
A Markov Decision Process (MDP) is formalised as a tuple S, A, r, P, γ ; where S is the state set, A is the action set, r : S × A × S → R is the reward function, P : S ×A → M(S) is the transition function, and γ is the reward discount factor. The behaviour of the agent is defined as a policy π : S → M(A). Solving an MDP consists in finding a policy π that maximises the γ-discounted expected return R π = E π [ t γ t r(s t , a t , s t+1 )]. A policy π * satisfying Bellman's optimality equation is optimal [Bellman, 1956] : π * (s) = arg max a∈A Q * (s, a), Q * (s, a) =E s |s,a [r (s, a, s ) + γQ * (s , π * (s ))]
If γ < 1, it admits a unique solution. If the MDP structure is known, and if the state set S is of tractable size, the optimal policy can be computed directly as the fixed-point of the Bellman operator. This algorithm is called Value-Iteration (VI).
Approximate Reinforcement Learning
When the state set S is continuous or large, the Q-function has to be approximated. Fitted Value-iteration fulfils this role. Fitted Value-Iteration (FVI) is a generic planning algorithm. It implements Value-Iteration with a regression model as a proxy for the Q-function. At each iteration it fits the model to map the state-action couples (s, a) to their respective expected values in the Bellman equation involving the rewards r and transition probabilities P . However, in RL problems, these values are usually unknown.
Fitted-Q (FTQ) [Ernst et al., 2005; Riedmiller, 2005] resolves the aforementioned problem. Let (s i , a i , r i , s i ) i∈[0,N ] be a batch of transitions which covers most of the state space. Given this batch, FTQ trains the Q-function at each iteration of VI using a supervised learning algorithm that regresses the following supervised training batch:
Budgeted Markov Decision Processes
A Constrained Markov Decision Process [CMDP, Beutler and Ross, 1985; Altman, 1999] is an MDP augmented with a cost function c : S × A × S → R, a cost discount γ c , and a budget β. The cost function and associated budget represent the hard condition to satisfy, while the reward function represents a task to complete. The problem of Constrained Reinforcement Learning consists in finding a policy maximising the expected return R π while keeping the discounted total cost C π under the given budget β. Formally:
In this work, we consider a form of risk in (1b) where the cost is only constrained in expectation. For sensitive applications the failure risk can also be modelled in terms of the worst-case deviation from the expected cumulative cost or in term of worst-percentile [Chow et al., 2015a] .
The Budgeted Markov Decision Process [BMDP, Boutilier and Lu, 2016] problem is a generalisation of the CMDP problem where the objective is, given an interval B = [β min , β max ] of admissible budgets, to find a generic policy π * : S × B → A such that each sub-policy π * (·, β) solves the corresponding CMDP for all β ∈ B.
Lagrangian Relaxation
As for any constrained optimisation program, a straightforward way to solve (1) is to consider the dual problem (2) obtained by replacing the hard constraint (1b) by soft constraint penalised by a Lagrangian multiplier λ:
In the constrained setting, it is required to solve for λ given β using nested optimisation [Bertsekas, 1999] . In the budgeted setting however, it is faster to sample several λ k , solve the associated cost-penalised MDPs (2) using FTQ, and evaluate the obtained policies π k to recover their expected total cost C π k = β k [Theorem 4.4, Beutler and Ross, 1985] .
Budgeted-Fitted-Q
Budgeted-Fitted-Q (BFTQ) [Carrara et al., 2018a] is an extension of Fitted-Q adapted to solve BMDPs. This algorithm takes as input a batch of ] . D is similar to an FTQ batch augmented with two variables: the budget β i , amount of expected risk the agent was allowed to take in the state s i ; and the cost c i provided by the BMDP environment. BFTQ jointly optimises a pair of policies: in addition to the usual behavioural policy over actions π A , a budget policy π B dictates how much budget β to allocate in the next state once the action a is taken. To compute these policies, the algorithms performs a fixed-point iteration in a similar fashion to the Value Iteration algorithm, except it now iterates over not one but two Q-functions: the expected cumulative reward Q r given the state s, action a and budget β in (3); and the expected cumulative constraint Q c in (4). Once the target values are computed, any regression algorithm can be used, such as linear regression, regression trees, or neural networks.
Computing targets in (3) and (4) is not trivial since the arg max operator used in the Bellman optimality operator is replaced by a non-linear optimisation program in (5) and (6). However, since the function Q = (Q r , Q c ) is concave increasing in β, (5) can be replaced by a simple search on the convex-hull of Q(A × B). To approximate this set, B must be discretised into a finite set of valuesB = {β k } k . The full BFTQ algorithm is recalled in Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2.
Recovering the budgeted policy (π A , π B ) from Q r and Q c is similar to the computation of the targets. First, given a state s and a budget β, one must construct the set
If the estimates q c ⊥ , q c are accurate, then by construction and linearity of the expectation, this mixture policy has an expected total cost of Q c = β as desired. When executing the policy, the sampled budget β becomes available to the agent once it reaches the next state. Computing a good policy requires a batch D covering enough information to extract the optimal policy for any budget. The next section introduces a novel method for gathering transitions and constructing this batch.
Algorithm 1 BFTQ 1: In: D,B,γ c , γ r , fit r ,fit c (regression algorithms) 2: Out: Q r , Q c 3:
Risk-sensitive Exploration
In order to learn the optimal budgeted policy, we must gather a batch of samples D to feed the BFTQ algorithm. Ideally we need samples from the asymptotic state-budget distribution ρ(s, β) induced by the optimal policy given an initial distribution ρ 0 (s 0 , β 0 ), but as we are actually building this policy, it is not possible. Following the same idea of -greedy exploration for FTQ [Ernst et al., 2005; Riedmiller, 2005] , we introduce Algorithm 3 for risk-sensitive exploration. We split the batch into several mini-batches and generate sequentially each mini batch using an -greedy policy. The policy is a mixture between a random policy and a BFTQ policy. In classical reinforcement learning, one only has to sample actions in A. In the budgeted context however, we need to draw both an action a and a budget β from a joint distribution P(a, β ). We set this distribution to P(a, β ) =π A (a)π B (β |a) in order to keep the expectation of the next budget β lower than the currently available budget β. Formally, we sample the action and budget probabilities uniformly from the simplex
That way, the random policy only explores feasible future budgets.
Scalable Budgeted Fitted-Q
In this section, we introduce an implementation of the BFTQ algorithm designed to operate efficiently on a large batch of experiences D.
Function approximation
Neural networks are well suited to model Q-functions in Reinforcement Learning algorithms [Riedmiller, 2005; Mnih et for each episode in batch do 4:
Sample initial budget β ∼ U(B).
5:
while episode not done do 6:
Update from schedule.
7:
Sample z ∼ U([0, 1]).
8:
if z > then 9:
Sample (a, β ) from (π A , π B ). {Exploit} 10: (π A , π B ) ← BFTQ(D). 18: end for 19: return the batch of transitions D al., 2015]. We perform the following optimisations:
Concatenation of Q r and Q c We propose to approximate Q r and Q c using one single neural network. It has two advantages. First, the Q-functions are jointly optimised; as Q r and Q c are coupled and can share common features, this accelerates convergence and fosters learning of useful representations. Second, neural-network frameworks can process batches very efficiently, making it faster to perform one forward and backward pass on a single network than two passes on two sub-networks.
Actions values in the output layer As in [Mnih et al., 2015] , when dealing with finite action space A, instead of including the action in the input we add the output of the Qfunction for each action to the last layer.
It is known to provide a faster convergence toward useful shared representations and it only requires one forward pass to evaluate all action values.
Budget encoding Beside the state s, budgeted Q-functions admit one more parameter: the budget β. This budget is a scalar value whereas the state s is a vector of potentially large size. To avoid a weak influence of the budget compared to the state in the prediction, we include a sub-neural-network encoder for the budget. The width and depth of the encoder may depend on the application. A straightforward choice is a single layer with the same width as the state. The overall architecture is shown in Figure 1 (Y c w , Y r w ) ← compute targets(D w , Q r , Q c ,B, γ c , γ r ) 6: end for 7: Join the results:
Parallel computing for the targets
Y c = ∪ w∈W Y c w and Y r = ∪ w∈W Y r w 8: return (Y c , Y r )
Experiments
We evaluate our method on three different environments involving reward-cost trade-offs. The source code, videos and additional details for all experiments are available at https://scaling-up-brl.github.io/.
Environments
Corridors For the ease of visualisation, we first consider a simple navigation example so as to highlight the role of exploration in budgeted reinforcement learning. In this environment, an agent with a continuous position (x, y) tries to navigate within a maze while its actions are perturbed with Gaussian noise. The maze is composed of two corridors: a risky corridor with high rewards and costs, and a safe corridor with low rewards and no cost. Within both corridors the outermost cell is the one yielding the most reward, which motivates a deep exploration.
Spoken dialogue systems
Our second application is a slot-filling simulation. The system fills in a form of slot-values by interacting with a user through speech, before sending them a response. For example, in the restaurant domain, it may ask for three slots : the area of the restaurant, the price-range and the food type. The user could respectively provide those three slot-values : Cambridge, Cheap and Indian-food. In this application, we do not focus on how to extract such information from the user utterances, we rather focus on decision-making for filling in the form. To that end, the system can choose among a set of generic actions. As in [Carrara et al., 2018b] we discriminate two ways of asking for a slot value:
• ask utterance(i) -ask for the i th slot. The user must respond using written/oral utterances such as "I want an Indian restaurant".
• ask numpad(i) -ask for the i th slot, providing a dictionary of key/slot-value. The user must respond by typing the key with their numeric pad: "Type 1 for Indian food, 2 for Chinese".
• summarise inform -summarise slot values and return the form result. If values are correct, the dialogue ends successfully; if not, the slot values are reset and the dialogue continues from the first slot.
On one hand, a slot value provided with an utterance may lead to speech recognition errors. The system can either understand (µ = µ u ) or misunderstand (µ = µ m ) with a fixed probability called the sentence error rate ser . Then, the speech recognition score is simulated [Khouzaimi et al., 2016] : srs = (1 + exp(−x)) −1 with x ∼ N (µ, σ). It's the confidence score of the natural language understanding module about the last utterance. On the other hand, there are no recognition errors (ser = 0 and srs = 1) when the user provides information using the numeric pad, with a counterparty risk of hang-up with probability p 2 . We limit the dialogue size to 10 turns. That way, there is a clear trade-off between asking a slot several times using utterances and risking ending the dialogue without a clear answer, or asking using the numeric pad and risking a premature hang-up. The environment yields a constraint if the user hang-ups. If the dialogue ends successfully (all slots are filled without errors), then the environment yields a reward. Note that batch reinforcement learning has already been applied to spoken dialogue systems in [Li et al., 2009; Chandramohan et al., 2010] which makes this task a realistic candidate for optimisation with our method. 2 We assume that waiting for the key-value listing is annoying.
Autonomous driving
In our third application, we use the highway-env environment [Leurent et al., 2018] for simulated highway driving and behavioural decision-making. We propose a novel task that displays a clear trade-off between safety and efficiency. The agent controls a vehicle with a finite set of tactical decisions implemented by low-lever controllers: A = {no-op, right-lane, left-lane, faster, slower}. This ego-vehicle is driving on a twolane road populated with other traffic participants: the vehicles in front of the agent drive slowly, and there are incoming vehicles on the opposite lane. These other vehicles follow longitudinal and lateral behaviours coming from the traffic simulation literature. These behaviours are randomised, which introduces some uncertainty with respect to their possible future trajectories.
The agent objective is to drive as fast as possible, which is modelled by a reward-function proportional to its velocity: r(s t , a t ) ∝ v t . This motivates the agent to try and overtake its preceding vehicles by driving fast on the opposite lane. This overly aggressive behaviour which yields the highest expected average velocity can be tempered through the use of a cost function that embodies a safety objective: c(s t , a t ) is set to 1/H whenever the ego-vehicle is driving on the opposite lane, where H is the episode horizon. Thus, the constrained signal C π is the maximum proportion of time that the agent is allowed to drive on the wrong side of the road.
Baselines and setup
There are two hypotheses we want to test:
Exploration strategies We confront the risk-sensitive exploration presented in Section 3 to a risk-neutral strategy. The latter is chosen to be a usual -greedy policy slowly transitioning from a random to a greedy policy 3 that aims to maximise the expected return R π regardless of the expected cumulative cost C π . The resulting batches are evaluated by training two separate BFTQ policies and comparing their respective performance.
Budgeted algorithms Given an exploration strategy, we compare the scalable BFTQ algorithm described in Section 4 to an FTQ(λ) baseline. This baseline consists in performing several Lagrangian relaxations by sampling a set of softconstraint multipliers λ and for each of them fitting a new policy using FTQ on a modified batch comprising a surrogate reward functionr(s, a, s ) = r(s, a, s ) − λc(s, a, s ).
In these experiments, we consider that agents all have the same limited number of interactions with environment in order to build a budgeted policy. The greedy policy is updated at every 10% of the batch completion, and we schedule an exponential-decay annealing on . Each run, composed of a training and a test phase, is repeated N seeds times.
Results
In the following figures, each patch represents the mean and 95% confidence interval over N seeds seeds of the means of (R π , C π ) over N trajs trajectories. That way, we display the variation related to learning (and batches) rather than the variation in the execution of the policies. We first bring to light the role of risk-sensitive exploration in the corridors environment: Figure 2 shows the set of trajectories collected by each exploration strategy, and the resulting performance of a budgeted policy trained on each batch. The trajectories (purple) in the risk-neutral batch (left) are concentrated along the risky corridor (orange) and ignore the safe corridor (green), which results in low performances in the low-risk regime. Conversely, trajectories in the risksensitive batch (right) are well distributed among both corridors and the corresponding budgeted policy achieves good performance across the whole spectrum of risk budgets.
In a second experiment, we compare the performance of FTQ(λ) to that of BFTQ in the slot-filling and autonomous driving tasks. For each algorithm, we plot the reward-cost trade-off curve. In both cases, BFTQ performs at least as well as FTQ(λ) despite only requiring a single model. All budgets are well-respected on slot-filling, but on highway-env we can notice an overestimation of Q c of the order of 0.1, which might be due to insufficient model capacity or batch size. These estimates still provide a reasonable approximation of the expected cost of the policy, which cannot be obtained with FTQ(λ). In addition, BFTQ behaves more consistently than FTQ(λ) overall, as shown by its lower extra-seed variance. Qualitatively, the budgeted agents display a wide variety of behaviours. In the highway-env experiment, when β = 1, the ego-vehicle drives in a very aggressive style: it immediately switches to the opposite lane and drives as fast as possible to pass slower vehicles, swiftly changing lanes to avoid incoming traffic. On the contrary when β = 0, the ego-vehicle is conservative: it stays on its lane and drives at a low velocity. With intermediate budgets such as β = 0.2, the agent sometimes decides to overtake its front vehicle but promptly steers back to its original lane afterwards.
